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Bernstein connects religion, politics
TOM PERRY

Asst. News Editor
Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward set the standard for modern
investigative journalism with their
Pulitzer Prize-winning Watergate
reporting for the Washington Post
and in their books All the President's
Men and The Final Days. Now, with
his latest book, His Holiness,
Bernstein and co-author Marco
Politi, turn their attention to Pope
John Paul il's involvement in one of
the greatest dramas of our time: the
fall of communism in Eastern Europe.
Last Thursday, Berstein spoke to
a crowd consisting of students, faculty, and community members in the
Memorial Fieldhouse. Sponsored by
The Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound (ASUPS),
Bernstein discussed how the Pope
and President Ronald Reagan were
protectors of Solidarity—a nonCommunist workers' movement in
the heart of the Communist World.

"This is a subject that has never been
done in the past," Bernstain said. "I
really wanted to find out what the
Pope acutally does."
At press time, campus lecture organizer Rafeal Gomez was

iFitbout the Pope, none of
the events in EaEtern
illirope wouk/bave
OCdllreLI ,'

—1111!l llernstein
unavaliable for comment.
In his lecture, Berstein discussed
how the Pope and President Reagan
fashioned a Holy Alliance against
the Communists, therefore keeping
Solidarity alive throughout Moscow and much of Eastern Europe.
"Without the Pope, none of the
events in Eastern Europe would
have occurred," Bernstein stated.
"This Pope is one of the pivitol fig-

ures in understanding the fall of communism."
As stated by Bernstein, the Pope
readily used his global power to
speak-out on behalf of human rights.
whether Communist or not. "He [the
Pope] is truly a spiritual leader,"
Bernstein said. "He has had great
success in confronting communist
groups throughout Eastern Europe."
Pope John Paul II, elected as the
first non-Italitan pope in five hundred
years, was born in a small Polish
town where twenty percent of the
population was Jewish.
According to Bernstein, the Pope
was constantly aware of the horrors
of anit-Semitism due to his experience in the labor industry. In turn,
"He made it impossible for the
Catholic Church and the Vatican to
be anti-semitist," Bernstein said.
Bernstein ended his lecture with
an informal question and answer session. Audience members asked questions ranging from his involvement
in the Watergate scandal to future
projects.
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JOUR1ALIST CARL BERIJSTEIN captivated the UPS
Fieldhouse last Thursday with his lecture on the
connection between the Pope and the Reagan
Administration.

Student summer employment options open
BECKY BROWNING

News Writer
Many students have already
started their search for summer employment. For those individuals
planning to spend their vacation
months in the Tacoma area, the campus community offers several oppor tunities for full and part time work.
University Conference Services
hired six students to assist in coor dinating and providing the groups
using UPS facilities with the services
they require. Throughout the summer months, the University hosts
many organizations and school
groups, such as high school athletic
programs. The campus provides
many smaller facilities including the
Fieldhouse, classrooms, and 80 beds
at a lower cost than local hotels or
convention centers.
Conference Services employees
are needed to insure the smooth operation of these types of programs.
Those hired will be working with
different departments on campus in
order to set up and attend to the
needs of each group.

Manager of Conference Services,
Kathiyn Morse, explained, "Student
employees will be making arrangements with facilities services and
doing some on site work. They basically work as intermediaries between the campus and the group."
Conference services is one of the
few local job opportunities to provide housing to students. Those
hired are provided with a dorm
room for the summer.
"Students are required to be on
call and close to campus at least one
or two nights a week. Nights when
student workers are on call they
must be five minutes away from
campus, and so we have to provide
a way for them to do that," Morse
commented. Limited meals at the
servery in addition to conference
meals are also a benefit of the student employee position.
Security Services is another University department seeking student
employees for summer. The summer security staff is smaller than the
normal staff. Security will only use
four three person crews from mid
May until August, with several dis-

patchers and part time on-call staff
members.
Duties for the summer security
staff are essentially the same as security responsibilities during the fall
and spring. Security will still respond to medical emergencies, fire
alarms and provide escort services 24
hours a day.
"Although summer school is in
session, we don't see the number of
students that are here the rest of the
year. What we do see are camp and
summer conference participants as
well as many younger unauthorized
students who are out of school for
the summer," explained Rolfe
Hanson, Assistant Director of Security Services.
Security is still reviewing applicants to fill positions. Interested students are welcome to submit applications. Past security experience is
not mandatory, but many of those
who work during the summer have
worked for UPS Security during the
academic year.
Hanson commented, "Around
three fourths of those that come on
have experience with us. This year
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it will most likely be more."
small house in one weekend. I hope
Those hired for the security posi- to make it into a charity activity,"
tions are required to undergo special stated Christian.
training and obtain certification in
The small business is planning to
CPR and other emergency procetake on 30 to 50 houses this summer,
dures. Employment begins as soon starting as soon as the semester ends
as spring semester ends and continand possibly continuing into early
ues until the start of the 1997-98 fall. College Pro will be paying
school year.
seven to nine dollars an hour. ApJ. E. Nekhia Christian, a sopho- plications are available in the Unimore at UPS, is providing a unique versity Student Employment Office
employment possibility to his fellow
or Christian can be contacted distudents. Christian is the owner of rectly for an interview.
a local branch of the College Pro
"Right now I am estimating houses
Company. This house painting fran- and going door to door marketing.
chise is owned and operated by col- It is a lot of work, but I want to make
lege and university students, with sure that there will be some houses
over 700 branches across the coun- for those people I hire to work on,"
try.
remarked Christian.
Christian hopes to employ nine to
All kinds of job opportunities for
eleven student workers for the sum- UPS students are listed in the Stumer, and has only hired two indi- dent Employment Center. There are
viduals so far. No experience is re- many part time jobs that could exquired, instead he is looking for tend into summer, as well as posihighly motivated individuals willing tions and internships specifically
to work 40 or more hours and six open during summer months. Most
days per week.
opportunities listed are in the Tacoma
"We will be having training days area, but there are a number adver the weekend before the reading pe- tisements from all over the Northriod when we will actually paint a west and the country.

Warning signs
of sexism
prevalent
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Savage, Hand end theme year activities
ERIN SPECK

News Editor

DAN SAVAGE will lecture
April 17 at 8 p.m. in
Marshall Hall.

As part of the gender, sexuality
and identity theme year, radio talk
show host and columnist Dan Savage and comedic entertainer Gail
Hand will each be presenting a program this month.
Savage, a gay sex columnist, will
be giving his lecture "Savage
Love," named after his column and
radio show, which airs on KCMU
90.3 on Sunday nights.
"We have a big share of a small
market, but that's okay. I'm told
that's why we get away from it,"
said Savage.
His syndicated column runs in
more than 50 papers nationwide

including The Stranger, an alternative paper based in Seattle. However,
he stirs up much controversy as some
find his opinions offensive.

"Viji/jinil uonservatives
kidIve thrededuff
bemuse tliey believe people
liiii e lo heal! one tbin4f."
—Dan Saiage
"Cultural conservatives find me
threatening because they believe
people have to be all one thing. They
can't tolerate contradictions like gay
people who dress and act normally

Hui to hold annual Luau
BECKY BROWNING

News Writer
This Saturday night Hui '0
Hawai'i, the on campus Hawaiian
cultural club, will be holding their
27th annual spring campus luau.
This year's luau theme is "Hu ka
ha'aheo i ka hula," meaning "With
Pride We Dance."
The presentation, beginning in the
Memorial Fieldhouse at 8:00 p.m.
will feature an entirely student choreographed and performed program.
Planning for the luau is a year long
event. Members of the club have
been fund raising since early last
summer.
"We do fund raising at home during the summer months and at
Christmas. The most hectic time is
the months before the luau," commented Ticket Co-chair, Steffany
I-Jo.
The student performers have been

cf)April 17April 24
Hui-O-Hawaii's
27th annual lu'au is
scheduled from 4:30
to 7p.m., followed by
a Hawaiian hula
dance show from 8 to
10 p.m. on Saturday,
April 19. Tickets (for
both the dinner and
H show) are $10 students/faculty/senior
citizens/children, and
$15 for the general
public. Each year,
this event attracts
more than 1,000 people for the Hawaiian dinner of chicken long rice,
lomi lomi, salmon, sweet potatoes,
teriyaki chicken, kulaua pig, poi,
coconut cake, and haupia. Other
activities that day will include a
bazaar of Hawaiian goods in the
Wheelock Student Center. For
more information, call 756-3664.
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Multiple Grammy and Emmywinning vocalist, Nancy Wilson,

practicing dances since early on in
the semester. Two of the dances to
be featured were taught to the group
by Hula Halau, a Hawaiian dance
organization in Washington. There
will also be a children's dance.
Ho explained, "We try to get the
whole community involved. If
people want to join the club to
dance, they are always welcome."
Vice President of Hui '0
Hawai'i, Kai Lee Awaya agreed,
"The luau is our way of sharing our
culture with the community. People
see the Hawaiians on campus, but
they don't know what Hawaiian
culture is all about. This is our way
of sharing the culture and traditions
we love so much."
The servery will close on Saturday at 3:30 p.m. in order to complete arrangements for the special
luau feast offered before the dance
performance.
The meal will include kalua pig,

ham with pineapple, lomi salmon,
chicken with soy sauce, haupia, and
poi. The kalua pig is a type of roast
pork prepared by slowly roasting the
whole pig underground. This year's
pig will be buried in Todd Quad and
taken out of the ground around 11:00
on Saturday morning.
Dinner will be served from 4:307:00 p.m. in the Wheelock Student
Center. Tickets will be selling in the
WSC Lobby from 10a.m.-6 p.m. until Friday. The show and dinner costs
only $6.00 plus 300 points for UPS
students. Luau dinners can also be
bought for seven dollars.
In addition to the Saturday festivities, the Ka'au Crater Boys will be in
concert at the Fieldhouse on Friday
night. The Ka'au Crater Boys are one
of Hawaii's favorite local bands, performing traditional and new Hawaiian music.
Tickets for the concert can be purchased at the Information Desk.

will appear with the Puget Sound
Jazz Band at 8 p.m. on Sunday,
April 20 at the Memorial
Fieldhouse. Tickets are $15 general admission or $4 students, and
are available at the InfoCenter or all
TicketMaster locations. For more
information, visit the ASUPS
website at <http://asups.ups.edu/
events/>.

years of military service that she is a
homosexual and, as a result, was discharged. General Admission is $4,
or $1 with student ID. Tickets are
available through TicketMaster or at
the InfoCenter. This event is part of
Puget Sound's "Year of Gender,
Sexuality, and Identity." For more
information, call Rafeal Gomez at
756-3295.

Hui-O-Hawaii will host a concert featuring the Popular Hawaiian music group, Ka'au Crater

Working Solutions Inc. is presenting "Living Arrangements in
Later Life," and information fair for

Boys. The Ka'au Crater Boys,
whose music ranges from Hawaiian standards to Hawaiian rock, will
play at 8 p.m. in the Memorial
Fieldhouse. Tickets are $8 for students or $10 general admission and
are available at the InfoCenter. For
more information, call x3664 or
send an e-mail message to
<hui@ups.edu >.

Puget Sound Faculty and Staff from
11:30 am. tol p.m. onTuesday,Apnl
22, in the Wheelock Student Center
Lobby. Stop by and pick-up free mformation on assisted living, adult
family homes, retirement homes,
nursing homes, and home sharing.
Anyone unable to attend and would
like to receive free information on
this topic may call Working Solutions
at 1-800-358-8515.

Margaret Cammermeyer,
former chief nurse of the Washington State National Guard, will
speak at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, April
22 in the Concert Hall.
Cammermeyer admitted after 26

In a concert to commemorate the
100th anniversary of the death of
Johannes Brahms, the German Requiem will be performed by the University of Puget SoundfFacoma Civic

or straight people who occasionally
like to strap on a little leather," commented Savage, whose lecture will
be offered free of charge in Marshall
Hall at 8p.m. on April 17.
Hand, a lesbian and professional
comedian, actress and writer, has
performed at over 35 colleges in the
United States and Canada. She will
be highlighted as part of the dinner
that will wrap up the theme year.
Musical guest Pro Homo Voice will
also be featured.
Hand, whose program will be at
6 p.m. April 24 in the Rotunda, has
been doing stand-up comedy since
1989.
Hand and Savage will give the last
two performances of the gender,
Sexuality and identity theme year.

GAIL HAND will perform
on April 24 at 6 p.m. in
the Rotunda.

Collegiate Plus Card
advertises local shops
since the costs are covered cornpltui\ by the advertisers. I ater
this semester, Educational Rein an effort 10 connect students source Services will be presenting
to the surrounding community, a $500 scholarship to the UniverASUIS and Educatioeal Resource sity General Scholarship Fund on
Services collaborated to create a behalf of the local businesses.
The Collegiate Plus Card will be
discount card for local businesses.
The Collegiate Plus Card offers valid through the end of August
deals with businesses around the and there may he new cards for the
Tacoma area that help students beginning of the next school year.
save money. "I think this is a beneficial and
The businesses who chose to worthwhile program for the stutake this opportunity include dents and I hope to see the cards
Planet Burrito, Baskin Robbins, renewed next fall," commented
AMC Narrows Plaza 8 Theater, ASUPS president Kevin Barhydt.
Domino's Pizza, Subway, the Collegiate Plus Cards are availRam, and various other local able in the AS UPS office or from
shops and restaurants. the any ASUPS officer. For more
The card was created at no information, call the ASUPS office
charge to the students or to AS UPS at x3600
ERIN SPECK

News Editor

Chorus at 8 p.m. on Saturday, April
26, at the University Place Presbyterian Church. Conducted by music Professor Paul Schultz, The German Requiem is one of the most often played choral/orchestral works
in the world, next to Handel's The
Messiah. Tickets are $12 general
admission and $8 for students.

Todd Denney, a well known
sexual assault educator, will perform a theatrical presentation entitled, "Do I Look Like a Rapist"
on April 18 at noon at the Wheelock
Student Center Plaza (sun) or in the
Great Hall (rain).

The Adelphian Concert Choir
will present their "Home Concert"
on April 18 and 19 at 7:30 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. The performance
will include works by Brahms,
Britten, Mendelssohn, Vittoria, and
others. Admission is free. For more
information, call x3555.

The Honors Program presents
"Who's Driving?," a Seattle-based
acoustic band that has been wowing audiences for six years. The

style of "Who's Driving" is rooted
in traditional bluegrass, but the
band also plays a wide range of
styles including swing, calypso,
reggae, old time music, folk, and
salsa. Join the Honors Program on
April 19 from 7-9 p.m. at the
Langlow House parking lot (sun) or
inside the house (rain). Refreshments will be provided. For more
information, call Kate at xl 371.

The UPS Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Edward
Seferian, will feature the winners
of the Concerto Aria Competition,
Monica Yu, piano, and Keven
Stewart, trombone. The concert
will take place on April 25 at 7:30
p.m. in the Concert Hall. Admission is free. For more information,
call x3555.

Celebrate with UPS and the
Tacoma community in the second
annual "I Love the Northend Festival" on May 3 as part of Spring
Weekend. Contact Kevin at x3658
to learn how you can make this
campus/community event a success.

Houses highlight variety of interests
TOM PERRY

Asst. News Editor
Next year, the Lawrence Avenue
Theme Houses will see two new
additions, as Residential Programs
will add the Swimming and Track
House. Four other Theme Houses
will also return next year, including
the Hawai'i House, the Music
House, the Outhaus, and the Catholic House.
In addition, the Foreign Languages Department will continue to
manage the Spanish, French, and
Asian Languages Houses on
Lawrence Avenue next year.
The Crew House is the only
Theme House not returning to
Lawrence Avenue next year because
the group chose not to reapply.
In order to receive a Theme
House, the new Swimming and
Track Houses had to undergo an application process which involved an
application, contract, and interview.
According to Martin Howell,
Residential Programs Coordinator,
the decisions are based on (1) the
thoroughness and timeliness of the
application, (2) the group's understanding of the purpose of the Theme
House program, (3) the group's
planned programs, (4) the level of
support offered by the faculty/staff
advisor, and (5) Residential

ow1ampu&e

Program's sense of the group's ability to function well as a team.
This year, all of the groups who
applied were accepted. As stated by
Howell, "All of the Theme Houses
that were accepted for next year had
outstanding applications and
interviews ... I'm looking forward to
a very successful program next
year."

April 8-April 14
A student contacted Security to
report his locker in the Fieldhouse
was broken into and his backpack
and wallet stolen. Security
checked the area and contacted
two suspicious individuals. The
individuals were questioned by
Tacoma Police and released. The
backpack was recovered from a
garbage can in the Fieldhouse.
Several other, lockers in the area
were also discovered broken into.

1/I olt/je Theijie louses
1hiI were accepted for
II1ti1i3arJIadouitstaiii/iiig

applications and
iiiteniews...flii lookini
loiitardtoa veiv
siiccessfuIprograiii next
year."

—lartin Howe/i
Each Theme House has a student
Coordinator who is responsible for
organizing and coordinating the activities of the house and serves as a
liaison to Residential Programs. In
addition, house members are responsible for participating in the planrnng

z

THE OUTHAUS is one of the theme houses that will
be offered for the '97-98 school year. New additions
to the Theme House line-up include the Swimming
House and the Track House.
and implementation of at least one we can make decisions and the
program per semester.
groups can choose their houses beAlthough it is too late to apply for fore the lottery process begins,"
a Theme House for next year (the Howell said.
application deadline was March 24),
Any questions regarding the
students may apply at the beginning Theme House Program may be diof next spring semester. "We have rected to Residential Programs at
an early application deadline so that 756-3317.

Do you think that this campus is
sexist?

A student reported she and several other students observed a
white male masturbating outside
on the south end of the Library.
The students were studying in a
study carol and observed the man
outside when they looked up.
One student described the man to
be between 20 and 30 years old
and wearing a white dress shirt
and blue jeans. Security staff
checked the area, but could not
locate the suspect.
**please contact Security Services immediately at x33 11 to
report all suspicious activity.
Remember to use the escort service instead of walking alone at
night.

2nd Annual
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"I think that the less than
cursory response to
accusations of sexism by
the administration makes
light of the seriousness of
the issue. I think that this,
along with the history, of
sexual harrasment in the
English department and
the slap on the wrist
response makes UPS an
environment that ignores,
if not openly embraces,
sexism."
—Heather Dunn

"No, not that I've seen."
—Andrew Petersen

Prizes Galore!
Top Prizes!
2. Winner of Random Drawing

I. Most Money Raised by an Individual One airline ticket donated by Alaska

One airline ticket donated by Alaska

Airlines (Restrictions Apply)

Airlines (Restrictions Apply)
(To be awarded ONLY upon receipt of donations.)

Additional Prizes . Random Drawing!
The Harvester; NW Soccer 8 Sports Center; Narrows Plaza Bowl & Entertainment Center; Red Robin;
Katie Downs; C.I. Shenanigans; Bulldog News; University of Puget Sound Bookstore; Zumiez, Inc.;
Northend Juice Bar 8 Expresso; Seattle Supersonics; Steamers Seafood Cafe; Luciano's Restorante;
Antique Sandwich Co.; Border's Books 8 Music; Chalet Bowl; Hollywood Video; Northwest Mountain
Bike; Pacific Lanes; American Deli; Jillians; Tacoma Raniers; Planet Burrito; McCormick's 8 Schmick's
Seafood Restaurant
Schedule
8:30-9:30 A.M.

"No, I see too many
women for this school to
be sexist,"
—DaM Wright

Photopoll by Kim Gugler

Registration/Check-in
9:30A.M.
Kids Fun Run (14 8 Under)
10:00 A.M.
5K Run
10:15 A.M.
5K Walk
11:15A.M.
Prizes, Awards, Music, Food

$10. Entry donation for early registrationPrior to the day of event.
$12. Entry donation on day of event
$8.

Entry donation for participants
148 under.

$8.

Entry donation for individuals in
teams of 10 or more.

Pledge forms are available through CIAC by calling 756-3767.

Crater Boys to erupt in Fieldhouse
"Opihi Man," "House at Pooh Corner," and "I Like to Play the
Reggae."
Fernandez and Cruz are currently
promoting their latest album, "Making Waves," a surf-oriented album
that has already met with great suecess in Hawaii. For this show they
will be accompanied by John Cruz
on bass and Jon Porlas on percussion.
The Ka'au Crater Boys will perform live at the Fieldhouse this Friday, April 18, at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
cost $8 for students, $10 for general
public. Doors open at 7:00 p.m.
Tickets are available from Hui 0
Hawai'i from 10:00 am. to 6:00
p.m.
Hui 0 Hawai' i will also sponsor
its Annual Sring Lu' au on Saturday,
April 19th, which includes a Hawaiian dinner and hula show.

KEITH TURAUSKY
A&E Editor
Hui 0 Hawai'i is proud to sponsor this Friday's performance by
Hawaiian music stars the Ka'au Crater Boys. Ukulele player Troy
Fernandez and guitarist Ernie Cruz
Jr. met as teenagers and were soon
providing musical entertainment at
parties and gatherings. The two split
up for a while but reunited as the
Ka'au Crater Boys in 1990 and have
been playing together ever since,
The duo perform a wide variety
of material, throwing in Hawaiian
standards, country oldies, and their
own original compositions. In 1993,
the Boys won the Na Hoku
Hanohano Award (Hawaii's equivalent of the Grammy) for Contemporary Album of the Year. Their repertoire includes such hits as "Surf,"
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Congratulations to our coloring
contest li'inners!
:
:
•
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first place: Irish Jagare
Garra Jheppa'rd
Second place:
$ Dfthe JCe,iji ('JetteraYer
Third plaGe Janet Ifeiss
fourth plaGe: .Cisa Pinto
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THE KA 'AU CRATER BOYS will perform in the fleidhouse this Friday at 8:00 p.m.
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COMMENCEMENT BAY
BED & BRE-A—K—FAST

The pavement was The only way to find a job?

featured in "NW Best Places"
)
* Spectacular Bay Views
* Hot tub * Fireplace
* Fantastic Breakfasts!
* Minutes from UPS
3312 N. Union Ave.
(206) 752-8175
Greatviews@aol.com

http://www.bbonline.com/wa/cbay
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Not Ready for the

GMAT, GRE
or LSAT?

ad

Call us.
The Steven Klein Company is a local company with a small staff of
dedicated test experts. Steven has been teaching the LSAT since 1984
and Leah Hoyer has taught all GRE and GMAT classes since 1992. This
guarantees that our students receive our personal commitment to
providing the best products possible.
At the Steven Klein Company we pride ourselves on offering superb
products at a reasonable price. With us, you pay less and get more.

http :1/ Ui'WW.US . coin
Now, with the click of a mouse, not only can you find a position that interests
you, but you can fill out a pre-qu.alification form iLSiQ Set up an interview...
ALL ONLINE! Just visit our website at; bttp://www. ups.ccm and discover a
truekk.,id o/
to bc •in •'qUaI Of)/i)7

Call for more information

524-4915
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Cusack makes ' Grosse Pointe ' subtly
• Armitage's direction yields a simple, accessible, yet relentlessly clever film
ARLO PELEGRIN

Music Reviewer
Martin Blank, played by John
Cusack, is a hired assassin who excels at his job. He wears snappy
clothes, makes witty comments, and
kills people. He's resolved the moral
conflict of destroying intelligent life
by making the blanket assumption
that everyone he snuffs has some
reason for being snuffed.
A fellow killer, played with rabid
pop-eyed intensity by Dan Aykroyd,
approaches Martin and suggests they
team up to corner the hitman mar ket, as competition intensifies. Martin will have nothing to do with it,
but Aykroyd's character is absolutely

devoted to the cause of winning
Martin over or killing him.
Martin's psychiatrist, finely portrayed by Alan Arkin, had no idea
what Martin's vocation was, and
now wants to terminate their asso-

ciation because of legal and ethical
concerns.
In order to fulfill a contract, Mar tin returns to his hometown, from
which he vanished without a trace
ten years ago. He comes back in time
for his high-school reunion, and re-

* Movie Review *
Rating System
The highest rating, a classic and powerful film.
Put this one on your weekend list of things to do.
Enjoyable, entertaining, worth the matinee price.
IN

Usuaily an exercise in form ulaic droflery.
.7

Takes advantage of the audience's trust that films are
made to entertain.

unites with his girlfriend of a decade
past, played by Minnie Driver,
whom he stood up at the senior
prom.
The storyline of "Grsse Pointe
Blank" is on one hand simple and
straightforward, but the nearly-in-

"Grosse Pointe JJlank"is
th'ier without being
zaii; cpu/cal but not
hopeless...
credible complexity of each character makes for a film highly striated
with subtlety and emotion. This is
augmented by an intelligent screenplay, which is a real relief and ajoy
to experience.
Director George Armitage ("Miami Blues") acts as a kind of guardian-angel, perfectly trimming and
timing the scenes, but never affecting them with stylism or panache.
Instead, he lets the fine acting buoy
the film along at a comfortably rapid
pace.
Although some parts of the film
are clearly intended to evoke a laugh
from the audience, the mood is darkened by cold irony and brutal cynicism. Martin's return to his home
and subsequent visit with his mother

Wednesday night is College
ZVzy'ht 8pm -1 am!!

•

blaring '80s soundtrack must evoke
some kind of emotional reaction in
the late '80s crowd, because it only
distracted from the film itself.
"Grosse Pointe Blank" is an excellent piece of work, both for its
acting and its smart script. The characters, no matter how minor, all are
imbued with real depth, as if each
of them lived a complete life outside
of their brief screen appearances.
This is a kind of movie for which
audiences have been ready for years.
It's clever without being zany, cynical but not hopeless, and acknowledges the true complexities of the
situation it sets forth.
*

*

*

*

*

Exam
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We Pay CASH for Used CD's

Over 6000 CD's Priced at S7.99 or Lev.s.
Come see us at 4027 Tacoma Mall Blvd. next to
Super Crown Books and across from Red Robin

474-0521
$1.00 off any CD with this coupon

Take The-Eik,5,yWay
Out Of C011AMONIAM.

2 hours of free pooi,
$2 beers and $2 pizza!
1114 Broadway
Downtown Tacoma

are clear, under-emphasized examples of the indiscriminate harshness of life. There's also a fair share
of wry and almost painful humor at
Martin's reunion, where all his
former classmates have lost their
hair and become successful, yet still
attempt to preserve an atmosphere
of whatever vacuous qualities made
them cool in the '80s. Even though
our 10-year reunions are still a ways
off, it's a hard, hard truth to watch.
While never straying too far away
from its main focus, "Grosse Pointe
Blank" makes a series of minor deviations that are too numerous to
describe. Each one is rewarding in
different ways, making the movie
truly multifaceted and versatile. Its

Phone: 572-0300
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Acti onmpacked 'Fool' rides into town
• Sam Shepard 's storytelling continues the Senior Theatre Festival.
T0BIN A.

MAIIIERAS
Senior Director

Martin's arrival, Eddie tries to explain his version of events. However, May refuses to let Eddie's version of the story prevail and tells
Martin her view. Aided by the mysterious flashbacks of the Old Man
(Mark Gelineau), Eddie and May
confront the truth about their relationship. Complete with a surprise
twist, Fool for Love leaves the audience to ponder, along with Martin,
the line between a truth and a lie.
Production dates for Fool for
Love are April 18 at 7:30 p.m. and
April 19 at 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for Fool for Love are avail-

Beaune Jacobson). Eddie and May
have been playing an emotional
game of cat and mouse for fifteen
years. May has finally had enough
of Eddie's on and off affairs and ha s
fled to a small hotel room on the
edge of the Mojave Desert. The play
begins here, as Eddie arrives from
Wyoming to bring May back to theii
"tin trailer". Eddie's attempts are
thwarted by May's news that she i s
seeing another man, Martin (Curl
Kamiya). Suddenly things are reversed and Eddie and May begin tc
confront the story they have created
about their relationship. With

Ropes, spurs, boots, guns and liquor transform the Inside Theatre
into a western rodeo as Sam
Shepard's Fool for Love opens as
the third installment of the five-part
Senior Theatre Festival. Directed by
Tobin A. Maheras, as part of his senior thesis, Fool for Love explores
the dynamics of love, loss, truth and
fantasy.
At the heart of Fool for Love is
the story of Eddie (acting thesis by
Michael Cruz) and May (Hallie

able at the U.P.S. Information Center or by calling x34 19. Tickets for
Fool for Love are $2 for students/
faculty and $3 general.
The Senior Theatre Festival continues on April25 and 26 with Frank
Wedekind's Spring Awakening, directing thesis by Shannon
O'Donnell; and on May 2 and 3 with
Keith Curran's The Stand-In, directing thesis by Fred Lopez, acting
thesis by Jock Carter and Adria
Malcolm, design thesis by Joel Morgan. Full season tickets can be purchased for all five shows for $6 student/faculty and $9 general at the

U.P.S. Information Center.
For more information about Fool
for Love and Sam Shepard, visit the
plays homepage on the asups server
at, http://www.asups.ups.edu/—tam

his is the third of

Ta five-part series of
upcoming Senior Theatre
Festival plays.

Atari Teenage Riot. create noisy techno-punk fusion
Atari

Teenage Riot—Burn, Berlin, Burn!

TED SPAS

techno. Unlike the pointlessly
overhyped "dance-punk" sounds of
Republica, Atari Teenage Riot have
made a sound that is thrillingly, defiantly YOUNG. If your parents
aren't annoyed by this record,
they've probably been replaced by
aliens.
That's because Burn, Berlin,
Burn! is the LOUDEST RECORD
IN THE WORLD. Really. Between
the sky-scraper-sized drums, cat-ina-blender guitars, and throat-shredding revolutionary slogans contained herein, even the toughest socalled punk will probably end up
wincing, hoping they'll bring back
the soothing video game sound effects that serve as bridges between
some of the songs.
Yes, it's hard to listen to, but so
were the Sex Pistols, once. This isn't
real "Music Appreciation" music,
kids. This is CRACK FOR YOUR

Music Reviewer
The very first song on Atari Teenage Riot's Burn, Berlin, Burn! longplayer is called "Start The Riot." Do
you understand what we're dealing
with here? We're dealing with an
outfit whose main creative member
(the fiercely driven Alec Empire) is

L
w
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REVIE 4

prone to saying things like, "Noise
is the key," and then making a record
that makes white mice explode
within SECONDS. We're dealing
with an outfit so fiercely political,
they recorded a song called
"Deutschland (has gotta die)" and
they're FROM Germany. We're
dealing with an outfit who have revitalized trogg-punk noise guitars
and anarchic howling, making a
fierce sound for the Youth of Today.
We're dealing with a DANCE band.
Ha HA, weren't expecting THAT,
were you, punky? Yep, Atari Teenage Riot are updating anarcho-punk
sounds for the nineties, and they're
smart enough to realize that punk
rock isn't very punk rock anymore.
Not for them are the hidebound traditions of a million RamonesfPistols/
Clash hand-me-downs.
No, Atari Teenage Riot turn to the
most startling sounds around, welding their bitter invective and walls
of guitar torture to the frantic
rhythms of Drum 'n' Bass-style

\\

CD player, whatever) HARD, so the
songs can blare out of the speakers
at maximum volume until the cops
come or your stereo explodes.
This music is all about sudden
thrills, the feeling of electricity
coursing down your spine, letting
you know that there are still some
things in this life that The System
(or whatever) can't touch. The key
to punk's power was that it was
ephemeral and didn't take itself too
damn seriously. All the self-righteousness in the world can't change
the fact that it's only a good rock/
dance album if it makes you JUMP
UPAND DOWN. So don't go thinking that the styles of the past somehow make up a textbook on how

1 k it Is bard to listen to,
11

but so were the Sex

Pistols, once. This isn't
real lusic Appreciation"
IilllSiI knis This isCI!ACJ(
FOR YOU! EARS
EARS. This is the album to play
whilst blowing up banks. More than
any band since the dearly departed
Nation of Ulysses, this is the Sound
of The Revolution.
For evidence, consult the aforementioned "Deutschland (has gotta

Real Punk (tm) or Real Techno (tm)
are supposed to sound. That way lies
creative stagnation and a life that is
No Fun AtAII. The best rock records
just set fire to textbooks, anyway.
"The time! Is Right! To
FIIIGHT!"—Atari Teenage Riot.
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EVERY MONDAY
NIGHT 7 PM

)
ORDER A PITCHER
OF HENRY'S ALE
GET A FREE GLASS

WHEN YOU HEAR ELVIS SING
"VIVA LAS VEGAS"
WE WILL DRAW A NUMBER
IF YOU I-IA YE THAT NUMBER
YOU GET TO SPIN THE

MONEY WHEEL
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

((

STAR WARS
SUN THURS @7PM
-

FRJJSAT @ 7PM & 9:20PM
SAT/SUN MATINEE 4:15 PM
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die)," the charging "Sick To Death,"
and the self-explanatory "Destroy
2000 Years of Culture." True, the
political discussion doesn't really go
much farther than "Burn the system!
AAAIIIEE!" but what the hell do
you want? It's a rock n' roll album,
not "Nightline."
So we've been graced with an
album that will alienate both dance
purists and punk purists. Good.
Them people are obnoxious fools,
attempting to build lame religions
around MUSIC. Look, rock records
(and dance music is basically just
asexual rock music, don't try to tell
me otherwise) aren't meant to be
worshipped, kids, they're meant to
be slapped onto your turntable (or

Adults: $4.00— Seniors and 16 & under: $3.00
Matinee $3.00 & $2.00 Call for matinee times
-
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EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT 7 PM
EVERYONE GETS A TICKET, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
IF WE CALL YOUR TICKET NUMBER
YOUWINAPRIZE
BUTt!!!!!!
YOU MIGHT WANT TO TRADE IT FOR BOX # (OR BAG 02
CAREFUL, YOU COULD GET
.........
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FILMS
18-20 Apr11 - Campus films
presents National Lampoon's
Family Va cation in Mc 003. Film
times are 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. on 18
& 19 April and 6:00 & 8:30 p.m on
20 April. Admission is $1 with UPS
ID.

22 April - Arlo Pelegrin and the
Honors Program presents Reservoir Dogs in Mc 003 at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

THEATER
18- 19Apr11 - Senior Theater
Festival presents Fool For Love in
the Inside Theater in Jones at 7:30
p.m. with a matinee performance at
2:00 p.m. on 19 April. Tickets are
$2 for students. For more info call
x3419.

MUSIC
17Apr11 -Guns and Smack, Flying
Quandra and The Racketeers play
in the Rendezvous at 9:00 p.m.
Admission is free.

18 - 19Apr11 - The Aldeiphian
Concert Choir performs in Kilworth
Chapel at 7:30 p.m. Admission is
free. For more info call 756-3555.
19Apr11 - The Honors Program
presents Who's Driving, a Seattle-
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based acoustic band at Langlow
House at 7:00 p.m. Refreshments
will be served. For more info call
x1371.

20 April - Dorian Singers Concert
present Faith, Love and Spring in
Kilworth Chapel at 1:00 p.m.
Admission is free.

20 April - Legendary Jazz Vocalist,
Nancy Wilson performs with the
UPS Jazz Band in the Fieldhouse
at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $4 with
UPS ID and for families visiting for
Family Weekend. For more info call
x3316.

23Apr11-Green Goes Around and
19 Reasons plays in the Rendezvous at 9:00 p.m. Admission is free.

! 17-24APRIL,1997

EVENTS
18 April - Todd Denney performs Do I
Look Like a Rapist? at the WSC
Plaza (sun) or the Great Hall (rain) at
noon.

18- 19ApriI-The 1997 Spring
Research Symposium: Diversity in
Our World will be held in Th 126 at
6:30 - 10:30 p.m. on 18 April and
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. on 19 April.
There will be 28 student presentors
from the science departments.

21 Apr11 - The Jewish Student
Organization sponsers the annual
Passover Sedar in the Rotunda at
6:00 p.m. Admission is $5. Reservations required at Info Center by 15
April. For more info call xl 427.

LECTURES
22Apr11 - The last lecture in the
Gender Equality and Sexual
Awareness Series, Seiving in
Silence is presented by
Margarethe Cammermeyer in the
Concert Hall at 8:00 p.m. Admission
is $1 with UPS ID. For more info
call x3419.

FILMS
18-23Apr11- The Rialto Film Guild
presents The Big Sleep at Rialto
Theater. Admission is $5. For show
times and more info call 591-5894.

THEATER
17- 27Apr11 - Kerouac: The Essense
of Jack plays at Velvet Elvis Arts
Lounge Theater at 8:00 p.m. ThurSun. Tickets are $14- $18. For more
info call 624-8477.

19Apr11 - The BCPA presents

-iThe Puget Sound Trail 0-h
advertising gets results.
Tl iT7T I I1FT
i1I
2 bdrm with full size w/d. Fireplace,
dishwashr, patio/balcony, with private storage and 1 & 1/2 bath available. Orchard Ridge 5111 S. 12th St.
756-2080 or 472-RENT $99 MOVEIN SPECIAL

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo's, REO's. Your area. Toll Free
(1) 800-218-9000 Ext. H-9448 for current listings.

- :1 I "jL4R=Vj=
1 &2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, controlled
access entrance, off-street parking. WI
D in 2 bdrm. Maples Apts. 315 N. J
St. 383-3554 or 472-RENT.
Rent from a UPS Alum.

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Detailed profile on 200,000+ individual awards from private and public
sectors. Call Student Financial Services: 1-800-472-9575 ext. F60895

I11 I UJl)]
RAISE UP TO $1250 IN ONE
WEEK! GREEKS, CLUBS, MOTIVATEJ INDIVIDUALS. EASY NO
FINANCIAL OBLIGATION. FOR
MORE INFORMATION: 1(800) 8621982 EXT. 33
Historicali.District
r

2 bdrm, 1&I/2 bath, F/P, walk-in
closet, D/W, disposal, controlled access entrance, covered prkg & elevator. Wrights Apts. 812 S. K St. 5724235 or 472-RENT Mention this ad
for student discount..

I LIAI I
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Northend
1&2 bdrm, hot water W. Cute courtyard with pool. Huge private balcony/
patio w/semi-fenced yard. Olympic
Manor Apts. 7301 N. 6th Ave. 5658096 or 472-RENT
$99 move-in special!
Ii!17TI )lH1
1 & 2 bdrm 3 floorplans to choose
from. DW, patio/balcony, covered
parking available. Deluxe floorplans
include fullsize w/d, utility room &
fireplace. Close to UPS, Hwy 16 &
Westgate shopping center. Tacoma
Garden Apts. 5802 N. 33rd. Str. #102
759-6827 or 472-RENT

FREE
Ti -

1nthe
WED. 4-23 9:00

Pantages Theater at 1:00 & 4:00
p.m. Tickets are $7. For more info
call 591-5894.
MUSIC

17Apr11 - 15 May -The Tacoma
Public Library presents Beyond
Category: the musical genius of
Duke Ellington at Handforth Gallery

NELTIMILI
For men and women. Hidden Valley
Camp (Granite Falls, WA) needs
counselors, maintenance and kitchen
staff. Call our Seattle office at 206722-5787 for details.

irm tt11rnTnn7y
Heat & hot water paid, controlled access entrance & laundry facilities
available. On quiet residential street.
$275 -2310 South 10th St. Call 6271854 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discounts.
SEIZED C A RS
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevy's, BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-9448
for listings.
READINGI IIII] 4
S1000'S POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
800-218-9000 Ext. R-9448 for listings.
IIJhxe
$1000 1 S POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800218-9000. Ext. T-9448 for listings.
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8:00 p.m. Tickets are $13.50.

24Apr11 - UW President's Piano
Series presents Jean-Yves
Thibaudet in Meany Theater in
Seattle at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are
$24. For more info call 543-4080.

ARTS

in the Library. Gallery is open 9:00
am. - 9:00 p.m. Mon - Thur and
9:00 am. - 6:00 p.m. Fri & Sat.
Admission is free. For more info call
591-5666.

17Apr11 -21 June - Very Special
Arts Washington presents No
Boundaries '96- '97at the
Convention Center in Seattle at
6:00 a.m. - 12 midnight daily. For
more info call 447-5000.

17- 20Apr11 - Jam on the Groove
plays at Moore Theater in Seattle.
For more info call 628-0888.

17Apr11-2May-The SWCA
presents Works From the Other

17Apr11 - Shonen Knife, Pluto and
Cockeyed Ghost play at RKCNDY
in Seattle. Tickets are $12.50.

ARTS
17- 27Apr11 - Kittredge Gallery
features sculptures by Edith
Carlson and ceramics by Jamie
Walker. Gallery hours are 10:00
am. - 4:00 p.m. Mon - Fri and 1:00
- 4:00 p.m. on Sun. Admission is
free.

Journey of the Ten Moons at

17Apr11 - The BCPA presents
Quartetto Gelato at Rialto Theater
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $18 - $20.
For more info call 591-5894.
19Apr11 - Bell, Raoul and 4 Hr.
Ramona play at Sit & Spin in
Seattle. For more info call 4419484.
19Apr11-The Puget Sound Music
Society performs at Rialto Theater
at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. For
more info call 591-5894.
24Apr11 - The Reverend Horton
Heat plays at RKCNDY in Seattle at

Side atArtSpace Gallery in Seattle.
Feminist art highlighted. For more
info call 706-1416 or 442-9365.

DANCE
20Apr11- The Okinawa Dance is
performed at Patages Theater at
3:00 p.m. Tickets are $25 - $35. For
more info call 474-1650.

EVEN-TS
19Apr11 - The Tacoma Urban
League presents the 1997 Ebony
Fashion Fair at Pantages Theater
at 8:00 p.m.
20 April - The Seattle Hempfest '97
takes place at Fenix above ground.
Admission is $6. For more info call
781-5734.

!Afr 1111 11 HilL Hi rur
by Joel .M.cla ØUH
The Pacific Hotthwet i a wotld famous
area for mountain biking, ranking alongide

- jill rr

weeping hillg,
Horthwet terrain:
waterlogged ultra teep lope, hard or

if the trailg become a bit too much.
In order to attain the gummit of Capitol

impoible climbg, and long and varied

Peak, pack your bike and equipment, and
drive along I-! gouth from Tacoma pant
Olympia to exit 9! (Little Rock). Then drive

degcentg.
The beet thing to do in these off-toad

along the road through Little
Rock, picking up food if you
need it at the -qhopg there. Take

outhetn Utah and Colorado.
With some of the 10 beet trails
in America around the
Tacoma/seattle area, living
here you are literally spoilt for

a right at the T junction onto
Waddell Creek Road. At the

choice. You cannot have failed
to notice that in Tacoma we are

next junction take a left onto
sherman Valley Road. One

§urrounded by both the

mile later turn right onto
*J ogc hka Road M and about

Olympic and the Cascade
Mountaing. Virtually any area

another 2/4 mile later ig the

that ig chosen will be great, with
foregtg, mountaing, and rivers
increaing the picfurequc
gccnie factor. Most
importantly, uperb trailg are

entrance to bordeaux Camp,

in the beet condition from April

can't climb any more. Pig Pen

to October/Movember (i.e. the
eagon gtartg now!)
The trailg which made the Islorthwagt
famous are Ongle track with narrow, feep
and twisty gectiong aplenty. To any
mountain biker thce words define an
excellent experience. To be able to ride all
day longon frailg which contantly challenge
and urprie a peron N a rare experience.
Outlined below are three choice areag along
with directiong on how to get there.

rapitol Jorest
Probably one of the most well known,
Capitol Ioregt i a huge foregted area about
IS miles wegt of Olympia. It i popular with
off-toad vehicleg ag well ag bikeg, but the bat
trailg are not acceible to environmentally
unfriendly machineg. o if you're not on a
bike, you don't know what you're miing!
A popular area of Capitol Foref i called
Rock Candy Mountain. Worth going there
for the name alone, it epitomizes typical

where you should park. There
are toiletg there and a campite.
The trait pur i jut ingide the
gate. Climb the trail till you

playgrounds i simply to bike around and
explore. Map noon become impoible to
follow because of the numerou small and
twisty trailg, all of which will throw you out
on a togging toad eventually. The
mountainoug Capital Forat N a great place
to ride becaue the trailg keep going up. And,
jut ag you ate feeling that you ate going to
die of exhaugtion, you emerge at the fop of a
mountain. Thig climb takea longtime and
ig technical, with glippery roots and many
gwitch backg.
On a gunny day when at the top of Capitol
Peak (if' what the radio magtg ate on), you
can ee Mount Adamg, I-food and Rainier.
Although very illegal, the view N much better
from on top of the radio magtg, but the le
gaid about that the better... The degeent back
ig amazingly good, with complete
commitment and concentration required. In
piteofbainga technically demandingarea,
beginners will gtill enjoy the day, ag there
are plenty of cagier logging roadg to be ridden

Road, a good togging road
which alo goe to the top of Capitol Peak,
will be encountered at some stage into the
ride. Thig road ig a ugeful escape route if

Although verg i1kgaI, the vuw
i much bdllot from the top of
the ridio
digagter gtrikeg gince it leadg back to the
campground. Ride fimeg can last anywhere
from three to gix hourg. All in all a great
day out.

folbe Hills
[Ibe t-liltg ig also a superb area to ride in,
and only 60 to 90 minuteg from Tacoma.
The trailg are daep, with short roller coagter
gectiong, and very technical. Thig may not
be the bef place for beginners, but again
there are fun logging roadg to tide on ingtead

or

ro

thwest:

~

of the natowet tiaik. The area ig an off-wad
vehicle playgwund, o it N neeeag to be
waiy of encounteting a
mototeycle, quad, or even jeep
(I have no idea how they get
along the ttail, but they do
somehow). It N beet to gtand
aide in these gituation g , a a

M,ake Ike #,real esealie
to omr kiddeiv forests
Avenue, which befote long tutng into 7.
Follow the ign to Mount Rainiet I'Jational

Cloet to Tacoma N a cool
mountain bike play area called
Dah Point state Park. It i
located on the othet gide of the
indugttial digttict of Tacoma in
Fedetal Way off I-lwy 09.
Take the new bridge from

human would come off woe

downtown and drive down l-lwy.
09 about three or four mileg
until you ee a turnoff poted
on the left. The whole area i

than a jeep in a eolliion.
People eem friendly, if
tupid; many leave beet can
tinoughout the foftt and

only about thtee quate mileg,

eaue huge etoion damage to
the tail. The by-ptoduct of the
mechanized activity hew N bad
etoion and huge gection g
composed entitely of deep
mudd!,j tutg. Thig doeg not mean that the
tail aw unexeiting the steep ection and
mud puddle requiw good bike contwl to
ovetcome them uecefully, and the fwquent
hot hilig tequfre powet and contwl. Thete
aw also huge bike-swallowing puddles in

plaee, but you'll have to find them
youtielve a divulging the exact location
would spoil all of the fun.
outh from
To get thew take ITacoma, and take exitl27 onto l-lw!J. !12
towatd Puyallup. Take the Mount Rainiet/
l-fwy. 7 exit and turn tight onto Pacific

Bash Point

Patk for anothet thitty mile. 2ix mile
outgide of Elbe look for a left tutn matked
"92nd Road Acee Dead End" and take it.
Follow the toad a it turns to ditt (not evete)
and keep left until you ee a tight tutn
ignpoted "0RV.ytem Rd. 92." Patking
jg to the left 200 uard
away.
In otdet to get to
the beet ttail, you
should Oatt bicycling
from atound the
earnpite. Take a left
from the patking lot out
to the ditt toad, and
then tide along and
take whichevet inglettack ttttn off look
mont appealing. All of
thee ttailg ate ptetty
good and lead deep into the fotegt, eithet
looping back to the eampite or opening onto
a logging toad. Don't wotty about taking a
map, becaue any of these logging toadg will
take you tight back to whew you gtatted. Thig
will allow you to take in the -qightg without
feat of losing your way.

but thete i a lot of good
inglettack (if you haven't
gue.ed yet, inglettack N like
champagne when other normal
ttailg ate like ehmitfg Ice) to be found.
There N a beach to chill out on after the tide,
ag well ag an outdoor barbecue gtill crying
out to be fired up and have lotg of raw meat
put on it. Petfect for an aftetnoon'g
entertainment after a day tuck in cla.
It i impottant to nevet go mountain
biking without a helmet, and ALWAYS take
a tool kit, pump, inner tube and water. Even
mow important i to tell somebody whew you
ate going and when you expect to be back, in
cage you have an accident. The 0uthau i
great help for that fitgt trip if you are a
begin net; in fact the 0uthau i good for ttip
whatever level you ateat. They do all the
organizing for you go all you have to do i
turn up with the tight equipment.
Latly, a petonal rant againt that
guy in Rainier Cycles. Anybody who ha
been in there will know who I mean—long
black hait and glae. What on earth ig hig
ptoblem Everybody I talk to about him ha
a bad thing to say. He ha a big upetiotity
complex and tteatg everyone, including hig
co-wotketg, ag foolg. All I can ay i get
gout act together. good shop, bad attitude.
Thete. Now I feel better. 1-fappy ttailg.

LOGG R SPORTS
W KLY
Loggers drop to fourth in standings
KAREN KIM

Assistant Sports Editor
The Logger Softball team will be
busy this weekend with three
doubleheaders scheduled at home.
After last weekend's games, UPS
has fallen to fourth in the NCIC
standings but remain in the hunt for
one of two playoff spots in the conference. The Loggers trail rival Pacific Lutheran, who currently hold
first place in the league.
The Loggers offense is hitting
.301 and continues to propel the
team. Last weekend, sophomore
Kim Redding had a hot bat last
weekend, hitting 8-for-15 at the
plate. Puget Sound then lost a
doubleheader to George Fox in both
games by one-run margins.

Against Willamette, Puget Sound
dominated both games on the road,
scoring 12 runs in each. Kassia Vote
improved her record to 6-5, while
holding Willamette scoreless in the
second game of the doubleheader.
On Thursday, the Loggers will meet
the first place Lutes in hopes of gaining some ground on the conference
leader.
The doubleheader will be played
at Pacific Lutheran as the Lutes hope
to avenge their doubleheader loss to
the Loggers last time the two teams
met. This game will be a crucial test
for the Loggers as the end of the season draws near.
Saturday, UPS will host George
Fox for an afternoon match-up. Play
will continue at home on Sunday
against Lewis & Clark at UPS.

NCIC Baseball

NCIC Softball
Pacific Lutheran
Linficld
Pacific

NCIC
9-3
7-3

9-5

Puget Sound

7-5

George Fox
Willamette
Lewis & (I irk

(

6-6
0 '2
ThWUh

Overall GB
20-10 1
16-13 /
13-14 2
12-10 1
8-9
2
0 16 2
0-21
6

Willamette
Whitworth
Pacific
George Fox
Pacific Lutheran
Lrnfield
Whitman

Puget Sound
Lewis & Clark

NCIC
11-1
6-2
9-6
6-4
7-5

7-5
2-9

Overall GB
20-6 /
8-15 1.5
11-15 1.5
15-1I 2.5
3
9-9
8-10
4-13 6.5

2-10

4-20

5.5

2-10

6-15
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Annual banquet showcases Logger athletes
MICAH RICE

Sports Editor
Nearly 400 Logger student-athletes were on hand to honor their
comrades when the University of
Puget Sound held its Annual Sports
Banquet, Wednesday night in
Marshall Hall.
Alumni, coaches and members of
the UPS Athletic Dept. were on hand
to present twelve awards to Logger
athletes based on athletic, academic
and humanitarian achievements.
Here are the award recipients:

Heather Paulsen- A senior shortstop for the softball team, Paulsen
was honored with the Alice Bond
Award as this year's top female athlete. Paulsen's career has been one
of consistency and improvement.
After being named the Pacific
Northwest Regional Player of the
Year as a freshman, Paulsen earned
first-team All-American honors her
sophomore year, leading the Loggers
to second place at the NAIA National Tournament.
Last year, Paulsen was the
PNWAC Player of the Year, regional
player of the year and again a firstteam All-American. This year,
Paulsen leads the NAL& with a .539
batting average, raising her career
average to .418.
Marc Kincaid- A 29 time AllAmerican, Kincaid has led the Logger men's swimming team to three
consecutive NAIA National Cham-

pionships, earning him the Ben
Cheney Award as top male athlete.
In 1996, Kincaid was the national
champion in the 50, 100 and 200
meter freestyle races and anchored
four winning relay teams. By the end
of his senior season, Kincaid had
made his name a familiar feature on
the UPS record board.

Erin Sullivan- Besides being an
All-American track athlete and earning a 3.95 GPA, Sullivan is a Board
of Director of the Painting Tacoma
Beautiful Project, a volunteer for
"Global Community" and a tutor of
local high school students. Sullivan's
community involvement has earned
her the Paul and Helen Perdue Community Service Award.
Justin Talmadge- Also a recipient of the Paul and Helen Purdue
Community Service Award,
Talmadge earned this honor by contributing to a number of causes.
Besides being a top pitcher for the
Logger baseball team, Talmadge is
an Adult Literacy Tutor for the
Tacoma Community House and a
volunteer for the India Intercession
program, which works with Mother
Teresa to combat poverty and hunger. Talmadge, a senior, has also contributed to local sports as a soccer
and basketball coach at Heritage
School and a baseball coach for the
Oak Harbor Baseball Association.
Megan White- Besides being a
member of the Logger swimming

team, White's Christian community
afforts have earned her the Women's
Award for Courage and Dedication
to Christian Ideals.
White, a sophomore, is a Lighthouse leader as a Cell Group Leader,
a tutor for the Trinity Presbyterian
Church and is involved in Team
Ministries. White also works for
Campus Crusade for Christ and is
an active member of Emmanual
Faith Community Church.

Chris Devore-. For a dedication
to Christian causes that is no less
than impressive, Devore was honored with the Tim McDonoitgh
Award for Courage and Dedication
to Christian Ideals.
Devore is a leader of campus bible
study groups, a member of the
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
and works with children in the congregation of the MountTahoma Baptist Church. Devore is a volunteer at
the Tacoma Rescue Mission, helps
with the Youth for Christ "Late Night
at the Gym" program, and will embark on a two-month mission to
Yucatan, Mexico this summer.
Devore, a sophomore, plays for
the baseball team.
Freda Franklin-The starting left
fielder for the softball team,
Franklin's excellence in the classroom has earned her the Women's
Award for Scholarship, Skill and
Determination.
Franklin, a senior, is a Trustee
Scholar, a six-time Dean's List SW-

dent, and a member of the Mortar
Board, Psi Chi and Phi Kappa Phi
honor societies. Franklin is a recipient of a Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship
award, a residence hall coordinator
and a 3.95 GPA Psychology major.

best runners in UPS history. Dirks,
a senior, currently holds the fourth
fastest 1500 time in the NAIA this
year and was honored with the Dill
Howard Award for Most Improved
Athlete.

Rob Bradbury- Besides holding
the school record in the high jump
and being a starter for the basketball
team, Bradbury's scholarship accomplishments have earned him the
Harry Werbisky Award for Scholarship, Skill and Determination.
In his senior year, Bradbury has
already received the 1997 Edward
Goman Scholarship Award as the
outstanding student in Math/Computer Science.

Kelly Kaiser- The co-captain of
the women's basketball team, Kaiser was a motivator for her teammates both on and off the court. Kaiser, a senior, was awarded the
Women's Award for Most Inspirational Athlete not only for scoring
more than 1000 career points, but for
organizing pre-season workouts and
inspiring her teammates to reach
their potential.

Andrea Boitano- While most
athletes level off once reaching the
national level, Boitano has continued to improve, thus earning her the
Women's Award for Most Improved
Athlete.
Besides being a two-time AllAmerican in cioss country and an
All-American in track, Boitano has
improved her 10,000 meter time by
one minute this season. That puts her
time one minute and 20 seconds under the NAIA national qualifying
standard. Boitano, a junior, has a
3.87 GPA and an NAJA National
Scholar Athlete.

Ahman Dirks- Holding school
records in the 1500, 3000 and 5000
meter races, Dirks has exploded this
track season to become one of the

Manny Martucci- This season's
team MVP for men's basketball,
Martucci battled through major knee
surgery to return to the court for his
senior season.
Martucci was honored as a co-recipient for the John Heinrick Award
for Most Inspirational Athlete for his
love of basketball and his commitment to Puget Sound.
Brent Hixson- Voted by his
teammates as football team captain
and most inspirational player,
Hixson was a unanimous choice to
the All-Conference team at nose
guard, despite playing all year with
a knee injury that required surgery.
Hixson, a senior, was once again
awarded for his courage and inspiration, earning co-recipient of the
John Heinrick Award.

Tennis teams suffer losses
made an effort to boost the Loggers
score with a win at the #5 singles spot.
Assistant Sports Editor
Only three matches remain in the
season
and the Lady Loggers will
After a nearly flawless season, the
look
to
rebound for the upcoming
women's tennis team took an unforNCIC tournament, slated for the last
tunate turn towards defeat this weekweekend of the month.
end with losses against Lewis-Clark
Friday the Lady Loggers will get a
State College on Saturday, 7-0, and
chance to avenge last week's loss to
Seattle University on Sunday, 5-2.
Seattle University as they return for
Lewis-Clark State had the upper
another intense court battle. They will
hand when it came to experience as
also play Albertson College on Satmany of the victories were earned
urday
and then round out the weekby upperclassmen on the Warriors.
end with a match against rival Pacific
Lutheran, who they beat earlier this
season, 6-1.
The men already felt the sting of
rivalry as they took a tough 6-1 loss
this weekend to PLU. Pacific
Lutheran, the top ranked team from
the NCIC conference, downed the
Loggers by not losing a single match
with the exception of a #1 doubles win
by the dynamic duo of Jared Brodin
and Joel Black.
However, the Loggers did not allow themselves to be weighed down
by the defeat and soon sprung into
victory with a big win over LewisClark State College.
The win marked the second defeat
of a nationally ranked team in a week,
first against Willamette and then L-C
State.
Logger #1 singles player, Jared
Brodin enjoyed the sweet taste of victory as he defeated high school rival
Daniel Araiza in straight sets 7-5, 76, leading the team to a 5-2 victory.
Eric Blackstone, Eric Muller, and
Tyler Nelson also earned three crucial singles matches to clinch victory
for the Loggers.
The Loggers will travel to Seattle
University on Thursday, then finish
up the regular season with a NCIC
JARED BRODEN helped the Loggers win to a weekend match against Whitman at home on
Saturday.
matche against nationally-ranked Lewis-Clark State.
SIERRA SPITZER

The young UPS team put up a valiant effort despite the tough competition with many close matches.
Top singles player, Man
Hrebenar lost only her second
match of the season in a tough
three-setter.
Hrebenar was quick to make up
for her loss with a win on Sunday
against Seattle University, butunfortunately her win was not enough
to overcome the team deficit. Similarly, freshman Ariel Johnson also
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Track & Field

Crew

April 19
UPS J.D. Shotwell Invit.
@ UPS-Baker Stadium
10:30 p.m.

April19
Meyer/Lambreth Cups
@ American Lake-Lakwood
9:00 a.m.

Baseball

Men's Tennis

April 19
Linfield (DH)
© McMinnville, Ore
1:00 P.M.

April 17
Seattle U.
© Seattle
3:30 p.m.

***

***

April 20
Linfield
© UPS-Burns Field
1:00p.m.

April 19
Whitman
© UPS-Pavilion
9:00 a.m.

Softball
Women's Tennis

April 17
Pacific Lutheran
© Parkland
.3:00 p.m.

April 18
Seattle U.
@ Seattle
3:30 p.m.

***

***

April 19
George Fox
© UPS-Logger Field
2:00 p.m.

***

April 19
Alberston
© UPS Pavilion
2:00 p.m.

April 20
Lewis and Clark
© UPS-Logger Field
12:00 p.m.

April 20
Pacific Lutheran @UPSPavillion 10:00 am.

***

Coed Basketball
The Kumquats
No Names
Lokahi
Players 11
We'll Play For Beer

POW
Coed 4x4 Volleyball
The Team
DaHui
Waggome
Fired Up Court Kings
Aikane
Drippy Noodle
Nauk

Men's Basketball

5 0

3
3
3
2
1
1

2
2
3
3
4
4

Men's 4x4 Volleyball
faster than the second-place Loggers, who finished in 7:04.
Saturday's Meyer/Lambreth Cup
is the oldest continuing cup race on
the west coast. Since 1964 TJPS and
PLU have battled for the Meyer
Cup, and in 1977, the Lambreth
Cup was added to honor the winning school in the womens race.

Loggers, Lutes
set for annual
Baseball drops
crew race
three against
The Logger crew battled Pacific
Lutheran, among others, in the
Will amette
Western Washington Invitational
last weekend, setting the stage for
the Meyer/Lambreth Cup this Saturday.
The womens varsity four
cruised to a winning time of 8:01,
six seconds better than secondplace Western Washington and
nine seconds better than PLU.
The Women's varsity eight's
second-place time of 7:07 edged
the Lutes for second place by one
second. However, the Lutes' men's
lightweight four was two seconds

The Logger baseball team
dropped three games to the
Willamette Bearcats last weekend.
The losses dropped the Loggers
to 4.20 overall and 2-10 in the
NCIC. Willatnette took the first
game of Saturdays doubleheader
9-2, before taking the nightcap 98.
The Bearcats came back Sunday
to unleash a 13-2 assault on the
Loggers.

Track tunes up
for Shotwell
Ahman Dirks and Kristin
Holmboe were double winners for
the Loggers in an NCIC five-team
meet last Saturday at Pacific
Lutheran University.
Dirks tore up the track. winning
the 1500 in 3:53 and the 5000 in
15:18. !-Iolmhoe owned thejumping
runway, winning the long jump in
17-I1 and the triple jump with a
mark of 38-0.
Andrea Boitano easilly won the
5000 in 17:27, while Amy Wells and
Samantha Duncan were victorious in
the Pole Vault and Discus, respectively.
Kyle Kikuchi and Todd Rogers
went one-two in the 200, with
Kikuchi winning in 22,47
Saturday, the Loggers will host the
annual J,D. Shotwell Invitational.
which will feature 11 teams. The
meet will include a tribute to track
coach Joe Peyton, who is retiring
after this, his 29th year.

Los Chingados Dos
We Can't Jump
Kamehameha Warriors
Kappa Sigma
Volleyball Team

2
3
1
0
0

0
0
2
2
2

3
2
2
2
1

1
1
2

Coed Soccer
Posse
HuipHawaii
Draftees Unite II
Baggio Magic
Tacoma Aroma
G.f.o.

2

3

Men's Soccer
Water Buffalo
Just One Win
Betas
The Team
No Names
Hui 0 Hawaii
Freckles Tipples
Wet Event
Coed Softball
Boinbsquad
The Kolohe Crew
All Shaggers
The Wabasha
The Squad
Legion of Doom
Team Hui
Play

Squeeze

40
32
23
23
1 4

1
1

0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
2
2

0
0

40
3 1
3 1
22
22
1 3
1 3
04

Pd
NoKaOi
Short Bus
Deuces Wild
Giant Cats
'97 NBA Lottery Pix
Good Buddy Banana
Short But Slow
Pass To Buck
Vert. Challenged
Open A 9' Hoops

3 0

The Freshman
Show Me The Money
Slimee
This Bud's For You
Fresh Legs
Ryan's Hope
Backyard Legends
Normal Bus

2 0

1 1
1

1

1
1
1
1
0
0

1
1
2
2
3

6
4
4
3
3
2

0
2
2
3
3
4

2

2 4

0 6

Open B 9' Hoops
I Remembered Louis
Send 'em Deep
Thug Squad
Philkeias
Zapatistas
No Blood, No Foul
The Team
Weasels
Men's Softball

6 0

Non Compas Mentis
Dandy Lion
Silver Bullets
The Long Balls
Loderunner
Beta
Jehovah's Witness
The Naturals

4 0
3 1

(Through Feb. 25)

5
4

1

2

4 2
2 4
1

5

1

5

1

5

2 1
2 2
2 2
1 2

1 3
0 4

AV
TACOS

BURRITOS

$1.25
Choose a Crisp or Soft Corn Tortilla Filled with your choice of..
• Beef, Chicken, Pork or Vegetarian
• Includes Leffuce, Cheese, Tomato Salsa
and Sauce

Grande ....................$3.33
Grande Supreme ............$4.31
Mini .......................$1.53
Mini Supreme . .............. $ 2.08
Vegetarian (available in all sizes)

AV
OTHER ITEMS
Taco Salad ............................ ....$4.07
• Choice of Beef, Chicken, Pork or Rice
• Includes Beans, Lettuce, Cheese, Tomato Salsa
and Sauce
Quesadellas ............................. $ 2.04
One Flour or Two Corn Tortillas served with
Guacamole, Sour Cream, and Tomato Salsa
Rice and Beans ........................... $ .92
Topped with Tomato Salsa
Chips and Salsa ........................ ...$ .92

Receive one
FREE
small pop with
any purchase!!
Only available to those with a
valid UPS Identification card.

Nachos.................................$3.93
•AddMeat ................. $.92

2 6 02 6th Avenue $uite A
Located Next to $ hakabrah Java * 383--,3424

Not everybody
at UPS sucks
JENNIFER CALDWELL

Contributing Editor
Everyone has a problem with
someone on this campus, and generally the Opinions section of The
Trail is filled with people venting
their frustrations on one another. Not
often do we see anyone stopping to
appreciate those who are making an
effort or doing their job well. That's
not right.

..iJie people are
C(11111130118, 1I'ieJllhlJ, aiM
rii'eiiielj helpful. Never
011( ha ye/felt as dioub
/ Ui/S beinpusbed aide
or that! was ktiffff up
soiiieone's valuable... tijije.
If I could, I would like to take a
moment to point out what a fantastic job the people who work in the
Academic and CareerAdvising Center do. Many is the time I have wandered into the center looking for help
with scheduling, information on internships, or advice on career
choices. Always the people are cour teous, friendly, and extremely helpful. Never once have I felt as though
I was being pushed aside or that I
was taking up someone's valuable
personal time.
I can honestly say that, from my

experience, this is the only office on
campus (except maybe the Financial
Aid office) that makes a sincere effort to aid and assist students. So
often it seems that we undergraduates are just pests who ask stupid
questions and get in the way of important duties. Not that there aren't
decent individuals scattered around
campus; it's simply that they're hard
to find. It's frustrating for me to have
to fight office workers for information or to expect poor treatment from
every receptionist I talk to. Students,
after all, are their business.
The Academic and Career Advising Center is a tremendously rich
resource for anyone on campus who
is seeking employment, further education, or advice on how to make life
decisions (hint, hint—that's all of
us). A large part of what makes this
place so valuable is a staff that goes
out of its way to make information
accessible and usable. The people
involved in the ACA are an exceptional bunch and deserve recogmtion.
So, sure, everybody else sucks.
But these guys are doing their job,
doing it well and have done so year
after year. I, for one, am impressed.
Editor's Note: Jennifer touched
on this, but I feel it must be restated
and further clarified that, along with
the fine folks in the ACA, the ladies
in the Financial Aid office are bona
fide champs. Not just because they
give us our paychecks every week,
but because they're kind and under standing while dealing with a touchy
subject with all students: money.

dismisses
sexism claims
Pierce wrornñv
-.
i
-

c

In last week's issue of The Trail, a large percentage of the population
President Resneck Pierce stated, "I is African-American. This claim
don't think there is gender discrimi- even parallels the old stock saying,
have
menus: i
nation on this campus." Sorry to"Isay
- -Atrican-Amencan
-.
it Pierce, but we would have to com- can't be racist."
pletely disagree with this statement.
Female professors are publicly
denouncing this University as an
unsupportive breeding ground for
sexism, and one women is even suVOW
___
ing the school on issues of gender
discrimination. Also, one student is
It is great that women hold a mulsending out a letter and other information to local media declaring that titude of top administrative positions
the University treats women un- on this campus, but that isn't the real
equally and unfairly. We aren't sure, issue. These administrators don't
but doesn't this seem like an indica- experience the same kind of chaltion that sexism might be somewhat lenges or problems that a female junior tenure-track faculty member
of a problem on this campus?
Pierce also commented that a faces. They must try to establish
themselves within an academic
"number of faculty and administraarena which is male-dominated and,
tive department heads at the Univeryes,
sexist.
sity are women." Just because
Junior tenure-track professor
women hold a variety of important
positions on this campris doesn't Giffen was right on target when she
said, "The [campus] environment is
mean sexism does not exist. Making such a claim is completely illogi- not supportive. It appears that indical. It would be like saying racism viduals on this campus are more condoesn't exist in this country because cerned about bringing people down

than bringing them up." The university needs to establish some sort of
support program for these junior faculty members. These faculty members need these programs to establish some sort of network to boost
knowledge and confidence during
their academic advancement.
Other more supportive universities do have such programs, so why
don't we? This university prides itself on having model programs for
orientation, academics and diversity,
so why don't they have some support system for their faculty?
Pierce, stop the public relation
garbage and look at the warning
signs. They are right in front of your
face: female tenure denials, females
leaving campus, females suing the
university, females publicly declaring "institutionalized sexism" and
female student protests. We urge you
to do something publicly about this
problem. Sexism is not going away
any time soon. It definitely won't go
away if we just try to ignore it and
say it doesn't exist. And don't worry;
we wouldn't let that happen anyway.

Greeks not responsible for lousy finances
MICHAEL FARMER

Staff Writer
While it might be convenient for
the administration to toss away the
financial losses of the Union Avenue
residences as the fault of the Greek
system, it is not necessarily the fault
of those oft maligned individuals
that these losses are taking place.
Let's examine some facts. The administration has recently "granted"
the Greek system some new furniture. While it appears on the surface
that they is merely granting the
Greeks some new mattresses and
desks out of the kindness of their
hearts, it stands that the Greek members on Union Avenue pay just as
much to live there as anyone else
does to live in dorms or campus

owned houses. Why then should
they put up with beat up furniture?
True, when the Greek contracts were
originally negotiated, the chapters
were supposed to take care of interior decorating. It was also true that
Communism was considered a
"menace" and it still wasn't popular
to like gays, minorities, or socialists.
So their condescending attitude towards providing the Greek chapters
with mattresses is neither applauded
nor appreciated.
Then there is the matter of the
physical structure of the houses.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon gained its
unique layout as it is unfinished. Yes,
that fraternity lives in a building that
could not be completed, and was
therefore finished with leftover materials. Sigma Nu has leaking pipes

in the basement, which are slowly
destroying painstakingly painted
murals. Whatever money it might
cost to refurbish the Union Avenue
houses was incurred by imprudent

Th school lost that
flIllhIOJ on (In/on Avenue
ius'n which includes
cainpus-ownedhouses.
decisions made years ago by an administration that no longer exists.
While we are at it, let's debunk
the idea that Greeks lost $350,000.
They did not lose that money. The
school lost that money on Union
Avenue housing, which includes

several campus-owned houses.
Where does this all lead? Well, our
magnanimous administration has offered to form a partnership with the
Greek system because the time is
right. What she really means is that
she thinks she has the Greek system
at its knees, and that the chapters will
not be able to muster the strength to
resist their new proposals.
What are these new proposals?
The renovation of Greek Row. A
multimillion dollar face lift and deep
cleaning. Sounds good on the surface, the Greeks will finally receive
the accommodations that they are
paying for. But underneath lies a
darker current. The houses will be
repainted from bow to stern. This
means that all fraternity logos will
be painted over. Thus they become

"easily convertible:" convertible to
dorms and large theme houses.
So what is the big picture? The
administration, with the help of lackeys in the Dean of Students office,
has framed the Greek system for financial loses and mismanagement of
their houses. Through misrepresentation of outdated agreements, they
have set the whole system up to take
the fall for her financial woes. The
next step is to lull the Greek chapters into a false sense of security by
"fixing up" the houses and acting
like their best friend. Then they drop
the hammer by evicting the chapters
one by one, and converting the
houses into some more appropriate
for the school they have is the best.
After all, Harvard doesn't have any
fraternities.

Senior attacks sex
discrimination
Dear Board of Trustees,
I am addressing this letter to you
because it seems that you are the
only people who have any influence
in what happens on this campus. The
certainly do not. And the professors—female professors, at leastdo not either. That's what I'd like to
discuss with you.
The UPS Student Body if often
called "apathetic." While we all recognize that some serious problems
exist at this school, very few of us
ever seem to do much about it. I
know that has been true of my own

...the univerLvtJ/ wi//not
1llWil dinie froni
file until its Trustees,
/'iident anti
a6iiiinistration treat
Tel OIJC

if 1111/en professors

eq MI/f and faim..
behavior here. But who can blame
us? It's hard to get motivated to
speak out when there is ample proof
that no one is listening. Like when
we fill out evaluation forms on professors and no matter how highly we
rate them, they don't receive tenure
(for undisclosed reasons—hey, we
only attend classes here, we don't
need to know how the faculty roster
is selected). This kind of environment certainly has a way of discouraging student action.
That's why I would like to publicly commend professor Allison
Giffen for breaking out of such an

environment and taking action. Her
decision to leave UPS, where
women professors clearly are not
given equal consideration or opportunity for tenure, is a brave and inspiring move that points out, to anyone that had not noticed, that the year
is now 1997, not 1957, and it is no
longer permissible for employers to
use women as cheap, convenient and
disposable tools that are to be discarded once they establish themselves too strongly.
Yet that's exactly what this
University's Tenure Board does: you
treat accomplished, respected
women like the prom date you laid
in the back seat of your car and then
refused to call in the morning. And
since we don't say or do much about
it, you probably think that this lesson in sexual roles sits well with me
and the other 65% of this student
body that is female. I'd like to inform you that you're wrong.
As a student, I didn't take much
action on this campus because I felt
that I had no real power to be heard
and no influence to wield. Perhaps
it is different for alumni. I will be
graduating from this Fine Mecca of
Higher Education in a few weeks,
and one of the possessions I expect
to be able to afford (on the meager
salary that a UPS degree seems to
garner these days) is a telephone. I
expect that sometime in the future,
my phone will ring, and a UPS Phona-thon caller will be on the other end.
I'll save you time and energy by telling you right now, don't bother to
call: even if the day arrives when I
can afford to give, the university will
not get one danm dime from me until itsTrustees, President and administration treat women professors
equally and fairly, and its faculty
roster reflects that change.
And furthermore, anyone that asks
me, as an alumna, for information
or an opinion on UPS is going to hear
exactly what I think about the sexist, collusive crap that masquerades
as a policy on this campus. I will also
be sending a copy of this letter to
the Tacoma News Tribune, Washington Women's Employment and Edu-

cation, Tacoma chapter of NOW, and
my high school's scholarship/College Recruitment counselor (since I
don't remember hearing this pertinent information at the UPS recruiting session I attended a few years
back). This school's powers that be
may not be wiffing to listen to its students' opinions on such messy issues
as sexism (or diversity), but I'll bet
there are people out there who are.
It feels so good to be taking action finally, and I am so relieved indeed, I feel downright.., liberated— to know that I learned something at UPS after all. In spite of itself, this school taught me that as a
woman, I do not have to sit in the
back seat and keep my mouth shut
while others attempt to deny my
worth and overlook my rights.
Sincerely,
Robin Buckmiller

Drawn-out Greek
war must stop
This Bash-the-Greek Fest that has
been going on must stop. Adam
Hersh, every organization has flaws,
I'm sure yours are not perfect. The
Greek house(s) that did not permit
you to enter their privately funded,
private party had every right to
refuse. For you to demand entry constitutes trespassing. The national organizations each have risk management policies they are required to
follow, one of which is the guest list
- no "open parties." If you have a
problem with Greek party policy, go
to IFC and the Dean, but until then,
don't go unless invited.
People who choose to be involved
in Greek life made a choice within
the confines of societal norms. Unless the Greeks inflict undue harm
or commit an illegal act, let them
make some choices (mistakes) here,
in school, where there are second
chances. I did not go Greek because
being Greek was not me. I made
my choice, just like they did, but I
did not abandon respect for them.

When bashing the Greek system,
many are quick to add they "have
friends on Union" or that they "have
nothing against the people, just the
system." You are directly harming
what many people believe in, thus
hurting the integrity of the members
of the University, thus harming the
University. In my set of morals, if
you attack Lucia, you attack every
other Greek in the country. Does that
sit well with you?

.JfroiiattackLucia, you
IIII;I('h eveiy other Greek
in the country.
Some students choose Greek life,
others choose ASUPS, Res. Life, or
other clubs and organizations while
some UPS students choose to come
to campus only long enough to park
their cars, go to class, and leave. All
of these are fine choices and each of
us should be respected for our
choices.
It really hurts to see students and
administration talking down to the
people who are a part of the Greek
organization. Yes Hersh, you are
right, individuals make up the system, and the system is comprised of
individuals. However, Lucia does
not represent the entire Greek system, he is a single member who is
unique, just like every other member. (They are not clones, only judge
on a one-by-one basis. No blanket
statements as you and David
Kupferman have done.) The Greek's
could better use the energy spent
fighting in a more productive capacity. Lucia and all the other Greeks
already know their organization is
not perfect, hence the effect of your.
article only strengthened your
loathed Greek-Independent separation. Finally, Greeks must strive
even harder to really show respect
for independents, and vice versa. It
is a two way street, so lets move on.
Sincerely,
Myron J. Breitstein

The lights around the SUB make me feel so safe. Whenever I get
near them, they turn off so that thugs and hoodlums can't see me!
How ingenious! I can't imagine what a crime-infested campus this
would be if we had lights that actually were turned on by someone
walking along the sidewalk.
It's fine that signs were put up to move smokers away from the
doors around Jones, but they are uglier than all the black lungs, wheezing coughs and yellow teeth that cigarettes could possibly cause on
campus. You guys did a good job with all the new benches and stuff,
but these smoking signs are weak.
Stop looking down at the ground when you're walking towards
me. It pisses me off! There's nothing to see down there. I'm up here
you fool!
So it's funny that the Senator Profile on the ASUPS page is one of
Wayland Cossey's senatorial goals. Hmm. Well, you didn't accomplish it because we wouldn't run it and you had to put it on the ASUPS
page. We, by the way, have no control over that so don't blame us for
all the retarded typos. Apparently our good senator feels the best
way to improve campus life for the students who elected him, and
therefore one of his most pressing issues, is to tell us that he doesn't
know how to zip up his pants (while giving speeches at Register.
Register, with an I.)
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Class: 1999
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UPS sorely lacking in diversi*tty
68", as a group, are more likely
to have access to tools of learning like writing test answers on
The University makes a lot of the soles of shoes and underhigh-handed claims as to the sides of desks, where giants are
level of diversity among its stu- denied this advantage. So a gidents. This simply is not true. ant is not necessarily less deAlthough the campus is reguserving of admission when it's
larly peppered with diversity only the criteria of admission
petitions and exercises that fool that say so.
us into believing we are not
homogenous, all you have to do
is look around to see the uniform constituency of the student population.
Gigantism is an attribute of
thousands of people across the
United States, and yet there is
not one single giant to be seen
at the University of Puget
Sound. There have been many
famous giants, like Andre, or
People with gigantism have
Warwick Davis. I believe that long rallied to be recognized as
UPS should carefully consult "Gigantic Americans," but are
demographic statistics of the still misrepresented by such
entire population of America culturally iconic stories as
and then fight to make our cam- "Jack and the Beanstalk." The
pus demographically demon- common trend to escape the
strative of those statistics.
responsibility we all share in
The old argument is, what this prejudice is to make some
about those students who are inane comment like "One of my
academically excellent? Should friends is a giant," or "I loved
giants be given precedence in- 'The Princess Bride'; how can
dependent of academic you say I don't like giants?"
achievement? People under
Exposure to more Gigantic
DA1wm KNIGHT
Staff Writer

f,giintism is an attribute
of thousands ofpeop/e
across the I!nitedStateL
a/id J'et there is not one
single giant to be seen at
IFS

Americans would sensitize us
all to the fact that these are living, breathing individuals who
deserve as much attention as
anyone else who feels historically slighted. Why shouldn't
they be entitled to induced-guilt
scholarships? Why should the
Gigantic Americans have to be
responsible for themselves?
The Admissions Office would
be wise to pay heed to these
long-ignored people.
If UPS wants to continue to
make claims toward its supposed "diversity," then every
group should be represented on
this campus in the exact propor tions existing in the rest of the
country. Giants are a good start,
because we don't have any. After the Admissions Office
breaks down and finally admits
some, we can have a "Year of
the Gigantic American." After
that, maybe "Year of the
Brown-Eyed People," followed
5~
by "Year of the Straight American" and "Year of the Upper
Middle Class Faceless Gentry."
We have a lot of groups at the
University of Puget Sound, but
we can always use more, and
we ought not be so selective
about whom we recognize.
HE'S HUGE, but he still has a right to an education.
p

Massage parlor offers Buy-A-Date for charity
J. Riciy CROUTON
Staff Writer

Jumping on the bandwagon
of auctioning human services
for charity, the South Tacoma
chapter of Lambda Alpha Iota
Delta will be offering a special
Buy-A-Date weekend in late
April.
The Chapter House, located
at Trick's Massage Parlor on
South 256th Street, will be festooned with decorative streamers and lit with lurid neon light.
The Dates will stand behind
two-way glass barriers, wearing
cotton lingerie, pasties, and
sparkly makeup. From there,
they will perform pole-dance
routines in hopes of attracting
spectators, who will be on the

floor making bids.
Enablement (S.A.U.S.A.G.E.).
The winning bidders will get Scotts is financial secretary of
to go on a "date" with the all three organizations.
Lambda Alpha actives, including stops at AM-PM and Kitty's
Pleasure Palace before returning to the Chapter House for a
personalized tour of the labyrinth of bedrooms upstairs.
Hammer Scotts, manager of
Trick's, will also act as auctioneer. "We're expecting a big
turnout," he said. Scotts foresees a large dividend from the
service, which will go to three
area charities. They include
South Tacoma Enemies of Lupus, Leprosy, and Aphasia
(S.T.E.L.L.A.), Heaven's Angels Television Evangelists
"This year is going to be spe(H.A.T.E) and South American cial, because one-fifth of the
Ulcer Study Alumni Grant Dates are first-time pledges,"

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblances to any person, place, or pole dancer without satirical
intent are strictly coincidental—so back off.

Tue Pates wi//stand
behind two-way glass
b/I/Tiers, wearing cotton
hinerie, piisties, and
SJJiIklf makeup. From
then they wi//perform
pole-dance routines in
hopes of attracting
spectators

said Scotts. "They haven't really been, uh, dating, for a long
time. Some of our more experienced dates are starting to
look like chubby horses, but
hey, some guys will pledge a lot
of money if they know it's for
a good cause."
When asked to describe how
his organization would stay
competitive with area liniversities offering similar services, he
smiled wryly. "We don't have
the overhead expenses to cover
saturnalias or any other means
of inducement. Our dates put
out, that's the guarantee. Think
of it: you don't have that long,
indefinite period during which
you'd normally sit and tolerate
hours of senseless chatter while
she gets through her fifth beer.

It's this innovation in social relations that makes the Lambda
Alphas special. I mean, sure,
other Date Auction groups have
merit. There's lots of guys who
want to go on a date and not get
any. If you could not tell, I was
being extremely sarcastic." At
this point in the interview
Scotts began jumping up and
down, saying "I used a big
word! Look at me! Big word!
I'm the coolest!"
The South Tacoma Buy-ADate auction is scheduled for
the last weekend in April.
Trick's Massage Parlor is located at Osmiroid Street and
South 256th. Bidding will start
at $6 for actives, $8 for new
pledges, and $10 for the Thai
Princess and Fat Aggie.
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